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Abstract. Online reviews about products and services, such as reviews in
stores, are a valuable source of information for customers. Unfortunately,
reviews are contaminated by fake reviews, which may lead to wrong conclu-
sions when including them in the analyses of user feedback. As these fake
reviews are not marked as advertisement, they might lead to wrong conclusions
for customers. If customers are trusting fake reviews their user experience is
significantly lowered as soon as they find out that they were betrayed. Therefore,
online stores and social media platforms have to take countermeasures against
fake reviews. Thus, we performed a systematic literature review to create an
overview of the available methods to detect fake reviews and relate the methods
to their necessarily required data. This will enable us to identify fake reviews
within different data sources easier in order to improve the reliability of the used
customer feedback. We have analyzed 141 methods for fake detection. As the
reporting quality of a substantial part lacked understandability in terms of
method description and evaluation details, we have provided recommendations
for method and evaluation descriptions for future method proposals. In addition,
we have performed an assessment in terms of detection effectiveness and quality
of those methods.

Keywords: User feedback � Online review � Fake review � Spam � Spammer �
Literature study

1 Introduction

Online reviews exist for a tremendous number of products and services, and this
number has been growing steadily for years. These reviews are a valuable source of
information for customers. The reviews express the current product reputation and they
contain requests for improvement. Platforms such as Amazon or app stores provide
different ways to let people express their feedback, for example, by star ratings or
written text. Such feedback can be valuable for a company to improve their products or
to convince other users of using their products or services. However, in case the
products or services are of bad quality, users provide critical feedback. In other words,
the power of users providing feedback via a review has increased in recent years and
can have a big influence on the business success of a company.
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In the scope of our research activities, we developed Opti4Apps as a quality
assurance approach that allows developer to include feedback into their quality
assurance and development activities [1]. In previous work, we concentrated on dif-
ferent kinds of text analyses [2]. However, we observed that a certain amount of
feedback were fake reviews. In general, more than 10% of reviews are assumed to be
fake, for some products this is up to 30% [3, 4]. Reviews for apps are also not free of
fakes. Including fake reviews (in the following just called fakes) in a feedback analysis
of customers has the risk to lead to wrong conclusions. If customers are trusting fake
reviews their user experience is significantly lowered as soon as they find out that they
were betrayed. This poor user experience will negatively influence their future visits to
a website. To prevent such poor user experiences, online stores and social media
platforms have to take countermeasures against fake reviews. Detecting and elimi-
nating the fake reviews will lead to an improved reliability of the user feedback and
prevent bad user experience. Therefore, our aim was to get an overview of methods that
can find such fake reviews, but also fake reviewers. For this, we performed a systematic
literature review.

The paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 presents the foundations in terms of
necessary concepts and definitions for our work. Section 3 continues with describing
the systematic literature review process, which we have followed. Our results are
described in Sect. 4 and discussed in Sect. 5 followed by our threats to validity. We
provide conclusions and possible future work in Sect. 7.

2 Foundations

We consider a review to be fake if the review was written for the purpose of promoting
or downgrading a product, service or company [5]. It is possible to distinguish between
three types of fake reviews [6]: (1) false opinions, (2) reviews on brands only, and
(3) non-reviews. We consider the person or bot that is writing fake reviews to be a faker.
The place where the fake review was published is called data source. There are two
perspectives to identify fakes. It is possible to identify fake reviews, or to identify fake
reviewers. We call these perspectives “review view” or “reviewer view”. The reviewer
view assumes that reviews posted by a fake reviewer are likely to be fake reviews.

As methods for detecting fakes work on different data, multiple levels can be
identified: (1) review level (2) product level and (3) source level. The first level is the
review level. Part of this level are methods that work by checking one review. The
product level (2) contains the information from all reviews written about a product on a
feedback source and the information about the product. The source level (3) contains
the information on the data source. This includes information about all products and the
profile information, such as the name of the reviewer being available there.

We have defined a model for classifying fake detection. This data model makes use
of the different levels being used for fake detection and the two perspectives on fake
data. In addition, we have added the information aspects to the model. The model is
described in Fig. 1. The data categories mentioned in the model are building blocks of
online platforms who offer the review of products. The building blocks are supposed to
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ease the identification of available data in a data source and to select appropriate
methods for these data.

3 Methodology

To capture the state of the art in fake detection in the context of online product and
service reviews we have performed a systematic literature review (SLR). The procedure
is based on the guidelines provided by Kitchenham [7].

3.1 Planning the SLR

We did not find a review that was conducted systematically, considers all kinds of
methods, and covers the most recent ones. A complete and comprehensive description
of the methods is necessary to enable us to apply them. Several literature reviews have
been published, so far. The study by Sheibani [8] focusses on general terms and
definitions rather than methods. Ma and Li put their focus on the challenges and
opportunities in the field [9]. Crawford et al. [10] are just covering machine learning
methods. The work of Xu is focused on the behavior of fakers that have been identified
before [11]. This topic was also investigated in a study of Mukherjee et al. [12].
Heydari et al. provide a comprehensive analysis of fake detection methods [13].
Unfortunately, they have only investigated methods until 2014. Even though the survey
of Rajamohana et al. is from 2017 [14] they just analyzed seven methods. They
concluded that the field still required future research.

Our goal is to get an understanding of fake detection methods and how these
approaches can be applied to different data sources. Therefore, we decided to identify
methods, how they work, and how they were evaluated. We considered the data that
was used for evaluation as especially important since the characteristics of the data
determine whether a method can be applied to another data set. Such characteristics are
the language, source of the data set, the domain and the data attributes being used. In
addition, we want to analyze how good those fake detection methods are reported. We
came up with the following research questions for our SLR:

Review Text

Ra ng on scale

Publica on me

Feedback by others

Number of all 
reviews of product

Produc nforma on

Publisher informa on

Number of all 
products within a 
source

Profile

Ac vity overview

Source entrance

Reviewer name

Source informa on

Trus ulness by source

Product ID

Review Level Product Level Source Level

Fig. 1. Data model for method classification
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RQ1: On which aspects do fake detection methods focus on?
RQ2: Which data is used for fake detection?
RQ3: How is the reporting quality of the methods?

3.2 Performing the SLR

Identification of Research. First, we identified the search engines that include pub-
lications about fake reviews. These engines were identified and used within the pro-
totyping search phase: ACM Digital Library, Google Scholar, IEEE Xplore Digital
Library, Science Direct, Scopus, and Springer Link. Within the prototyping phase we
constructed a search query for the SLR. The query was prototyped and revised a couple
of times. In the end we agreed on the following query term:

("online review" OR "product review" OR "product recension" OR "online re-
views" OR "product reviews" OR "product recensions" OR write-up) AND (fake 
OR spam OR spammer OR fraud OR deceptive OR manipulation OR "opinion 
spam")

Our term contains two different major subjects that are connected by a logical ‘and’.
Each of the major subjects contained various synonyms connected by logical ‘or’
operators. The first block was used to restrict the results to elements mentioning online
reviews and different synonyms. The second one was used to restrict the results to
elements mentioning fake or faker and their synonyms.

We decided to apply the query to the title, keyword, and abstract in our prototyping
phase. As Google Scholar is not able to offer the abstract field, we executed the search
based on the title. Springer Link does not offer a restriction to fields therefore we have
not made any restriction. In our prototyping phase it turned out that ACM Digital
Library was not able to handle the complexity of our query. Due to this issue, we used
this library only for a cross check with our systematically derived sources. We checked
after our formal search phase the first 100 results of the result set but did not find new
studies to include. An explanation could be that we have used Scopus and Google
Scholar, which include the search for ACM content.

We performed our searches in January 2018. In total, the engines found 667 results.
An overview of the results per search engine can be seen in Table 1. Google Scholar
provided 295 and Scopus 192 results.

Table 1. Data sources, fields and number of results that we have considered

Data source Field Number of results

Google Scholar Title 295
IEEE Xplore Digital Library Abstract 54
Science Direct Abstract 77
Scopus Abstract 192
Springer Link All 49
Total results 667
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Study Selection. In the beginning, we eliminated duplicates from the results and
defined inclusion and exclusion criteria. We considered a result as duplicate if it was
included multiple times. We also considered results as a duplicate if we have found a
more recent version of the result. The inclusion criteria are described in Table 2. Our
exclusion criteria were the opposite the inclusion criteria. A publication had to fulfill all
the inclusion criteria to be considered for our SLR. We required a publication to be
published from 2007 (T) onwards as the ground-breaking paper for fake detection in
online reviews was published in this year [6]. The publication language was required to
be fully English (L). The publication type (PT) had to be an article, conference pro-
ceeding, journal paper, book chapter, or thesis documents. We required the studies to
be focused on online product reviews (OnR). In addition, they had to focus on fake
content or spammer (FaSp). Moreover, the papers must present and explain one or
multiple methods for detecting fake reviews, fake reviewers, spam or spammers (Me).
In the initial version of our criteria, the criteria FaSp and Me were combined to one
criterion. In the prototyping phase, we had quality assured our criteria and found out
that a distinction into two criteria is necessary to assure a high quality.

We defined the following strategy for the study selection: each paper had to be
reviewed by two selectors independently from each other. If one selector decided to
include the paper and the other one decided for exclusion, they had to discuss this
conflict and come to an agreement. In our selection protocol, we wrote down the
selectors’ decision, based on which inclusion respectively exclusion criteria the deci-
sion was made and to what extent the selector has read the paper.

We defined the following reading strategy for the selection phase (see Fig. 2). First
the researchers had to check the meta data, if the result was fitting at all. Then, they
should read the title. If the title did not include enough information about the inclusion
criteria, they had to read the abstract, then the introduction and conclusion and finally
they had to (cross-) read the full paper. We decided to report exclusions by the furthest
reading step on which one of the readers excluded it, i.e. if reader one excluded the
paper by the abstract and reader two excluded it by reading introduction and conclu-
sion, we reported the paper as excluded by reading introduction and conclusion. In the

Table 2. Inclusion criteria for the selection study phase

Code Criterion Definition

T Time Period of
publication

Publication since 2007

L Language English
PT Publication type Article, Conference Proceeding, Journal Paper, Book Chapter,

Thesis
OnR Online The paper is focused on product reviews published online
FaSp Fake or Spammer The paper is focused on fake reviews, Review Spam or

Spammers publishing reviews
Me Method The paper has to mention and explain methods or approaches

how to identify fake reviews or fake reviewer
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end, we had a total number of 139 included results for our extraction phase1. Our
readers had a very good agreement when selecting the papers. In total, we had only 23
conflicts when selecting the 549 different duplicate-free papers.

Quality Assessment. We performed a quality assessment for the studies we have
included. To be able to extract the methods in a suitable way we defined the following
three criteria. (1) We required a result to cover primary research in the area of detection
methods. This means that the authors had to present a new or improved method and not
just applied a method existing (quality criterion Pri). (2) In addition, we only extracted
the methods if they were described in a comprehensible way (quality criterion Meth-
odDec). (3) Furthermore, we required a method evaluation (quality criterion
MethodEval) to be present and written in an understandable way providing information
of how the method was evaluated, which data was used and what the result was. If the
result only fulfilled the first two criteria and not the third one, we did extract it, but
marked the impact as low. If it was not fulfilling the first two criteria, we have not
performed an extraction. Two persons took decisions for whether a paper not fulfilled
the quality criteria. The first proposed a mismatch between our quality criteria and a
second researcher had to check if the result really does not fulfill them. We used the
second two criteria as a minimum standard for a paper to fulfill. Achieving these
criteria does just assure a quality baseline and cannot act as seal of quality. 33 results
did not completely fulfill our quality criteria for the extraction. 21 of those results have
not provided a new method for fake detection (quality criterion Pri). Five additional
results have not described a fake detection method (quality criterion MethodDec).
Therefore, these 26 results were not extracted at all. Additional seven results have not
fulfilled our quality criterion for method evaluations (MethodEval).

Check for duplicates
-118

Check T, L, PT criteria
-38

Check the title
-115

Check the abstract
-241

Check intro. & conclusion
-6

Cross-reading
-10

Included papers: 139

Search results: 667

Fig. 2. Reading strategy for selection and number of excluded studies per step

1 Due to the large amount of results being found our selection phase results are available to download
from http://opti4apps.iese.de/fakes/downloads.html and not listed in the paper.
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Data Extraction. We performed the data extraction with the help of a data extraction
guideline and an extraction form that was made available to all extractors2. The
guideline contained the extraction procedure, information for extraction, and our
quality assessment criteria as well as a detailed description of each field from our
extraction form. To assure the quality of the guideline and the extraction form each
extractor should perform one test extraction and give feedback on the guideline and the
form. Based on this we improved the guideline in terms of clarity and added additional
information that was missed by extractors in the trial phase. The improved guideline
was given to the extractors to review the guideline again to maximize the quality. After
that, the data extraction took place. Our extraction form and the fields being used are
described in the online material. In our extraction phase it turned out that we were not
able to access, even with the help of a document retrieval service, five full papers that
seemed promising from their descriptions.

Data Synthesis. We investigated how many selected papers were published per year.
Then, we calculated the total number of identified methods and the number of papers
that describe more than one method. We counted the number of methods that report an
assumption for the method and investigated the degree of automation, whether the
method detects fake reviewers or fake reviews and which level the method addresses.
Moreover, we analyzed how many methods were applied for a certain domain and in
which natural language the reviews were written. When extracting the domain, we
identified several domains that were overlapping, such as hotel and service or product
and book. There are data sets that refer only to books but data sets that included
reviews to several different products on Amazon cannot be assigned to a specific
domain. As we realized that the domains were not as distinct as we expected, we
categorized the domains into the two main domains ‘product’ and ‘service’. We also
analyzed the language of the data set and whether the language was mentioned at all.

We investigated the quality of the method descriptions, evaluation descriptions and
results regarding completeness and comprehensibility. We created a checklist on how
aspects should be reported by authors proposing fake detection methods. The checklist
can be seen in Table 3, our results per method are available online. Aim of the checks
is to distinguish methods being presented and evaluated in a detailed and clear manner
from those being insufficiently presented and evaluated from the perspective of a
person that is seeking for fake detection methods in order to apply them. The checklist
is not suitable to rank methods in terms of detection quality or performance and should
more serve as requirements of elements that should be checked when analyzing
methods. Core aspects of the checklist are the description details and the applicability
of the method, as well as the reported evaluation steps and results. If a method did not
fulfil the criteria, we reported a 0, if the method fulfilled the criteria, we reported a 1. If
a criterion like the reporting of assumptions was not applicable to the method, we have
not reported a value to keep it neutral. We calculated a score in percent of the fulfilled
and applicable criterions to provide a ranking of the methods.

2 We have made the extraction guideline, results and form downloadable from http://opti4apps.iese.de/
fakes/downloads.html.
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4 Results

In total, we identified 141 methods from 108 papers. 22 of these papers described more
than one method. The maximum number of methods described in a single paper was
seven. Since the number of identified methods is big, we do not describe the identified
methods in this publication. The method descriptions are available under the download
link mentioned above. Figure 3 shows the number of selected papers per year. In the
year 2007, only the initial paper by Jinadal about fake detection methods was published
[6]. The figure shows that the importance of fake detection methods has greatly
increased since then.

Table 3. Checklist for method description and evaluation assessment

Name Definition

View Is it clear if the method tries to detect spam or spammers?
Level Can we map the method to our data levels?
Assumptions If assumptions are made, are they explained? Do they preserve a realistic

scenario?
Language Is the natural language named for which the method was proposed
Data categories Are the used data attributes described in a way that we can classify the

methods within our classification scheme?
Degree of
automation

Is the degree of automation clear?

Data source Is the data source for the data to be analyzed named?
Domain Is the domain of reviews named?
Replicable Could a third party create an evaluation for a different method, which can

be compared if they have access to the data set?
Results Are the results clearly reported and backed by evaluation metrics?
Own fake data If manually inserted fake data is used, is it explained how this data has

been created?
Data set Is the data set described clearly i.e. which elements were used and how

they got there?

Fig. 3. Number of extracted studies per year
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4.1 Aspects of Methods (RQ1)

We have analyzed the distribution of the domains. The reviews were in 32.6% of the
methods about products, in 20.6% about a service and in 3.5% about products as well
as services. Most methods (43.3%) did not report the domain.

In 2011, 2013 and 2014 data sets with fake and non-fake reviews were developed
by Ott [15, 16], Li [17] and their colleagues. They collected reviews from various hotel
rating sites (Expedia.com, Hotels.com, Orbitz.com, Priceline.com, TripAdvisor.com
and Yelp.com) and extended them with self-created fake reviews. These sets were
made available to the public and later used by other authors. Nine studies used the data
set of Ott et al. and seven the one by Li et al. Reviews from Amazon were used for the
evaluation of 34 methods. Next to Amazon, Yelp.com was the most often used source
of reviews (21 methods). TripAdvisor was used seven times. Twenty-three methods
used reviews from various sources, three of them used even seven different sources.
However, the majority (84 methods) uses only one source.

More than the half of the methods (56.0%) address the detection of fake reviews,
about one-third of the methods (53 methods, 37.6%) aim at detecting fake reviewers
and only six (4.3%) address reviews as well as reviewers. Methods for fake reviews
investigate, for instance, the review length the appearance of duplicates, the sentiment,
readability scores and inclusion of hyperlinks in a review test. For the identification of
fake reviewers, the source level is required by 45 out of 53 methods (88.2%). The level
required by the methods about fake reviews is more divers; the review level is the most
often used level (45.6% of fake reviews methods), the product level the second most
(35.4%) and the source level is used by 19.0%. None of the methods addressing fake
reviews as well as fake reviewers uses the product level. These methods used equally
either review or source level.

4.2 Data Used for Fake Detection (RQ2)

One goal of the systematic literature review was to map methods to required data (see
Fig. 1. for data model). The idea is to have a list of all data necessary to apply a
method. This list could be matched with the data available in a certain data source, such
as Amazon or Google Play Store. For 17 methods (12.1%) we were not able to identify
data. For one more method, we could identify only one data, however, it was obvious
that more, but unidentifiable data were required.

Reviews mostly consist of the review text, a rating on a defined scale, the name of
the reviewer, trustfulness information added by other reviewers (e.g. helpfulness rat-
ing), trustfulness ratings by the system (e.g. verified purchase) and publication date of
the review. Most methods (89 methods, 63.1%) use the review text as input. These
kinds of methods perform linguistic analyses such as readability analyses (e.g. [18]) or
they use the text to identify duplicates. There are methods that consider exact dupli-
cates, but also partially related reviews. In 53 methods (37.6%), the text is the only data
required for the method. The rating on a rating scale and the publication date are also
often subject of a method, the rating in 32 methods and the publication date in 15
methods. The ratings given by a reviewer could be compared to the average ratings to
the reviewed products. If the ratings often diverge from the average, the reviewer is
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considered suspicious. The publication date could be used in several ways, too. It could
be compared to the date a product enters a source (i.e. a product is set on an online
platform). If the publication date is shortly after the product entrance date, the review is
suspicious by several methods (e.g. [19]). The publication date could also be used to
analyze the number of reviews a reviewer writes within a certain time.

Three methods used the trustfulness rating provided by the source. In all three cases
the rating was the verified purchase information. The feedback added by other
reviewers was used in two methods. For nine methods it was clear that an identification
of the reviewer was needed, however, it was not clear which type of data was used for
the identification.

According to our data model, on the product level, there are four types of data; a
product ID (required by 13 methods), information about the publisher respectively the
product brand (6 methods), the information added by the publisher (e.g. product
description) (2 methods), date of entering the source (1 method).

The methods aiming at identifying fake reviewer often require the activity overview
of a user. This mostly contains all reviews written to all products by a specific reviewer.
The methods often extract the time of publishing a review and the rating on a rating
scale. Often more information of the product is required, such as the brand and the
rating of other reviewers. The methods then consider a reviewer suspicious if his
ratings often diverge from the ratings of other reviewers or when he mostly reviews
product of a certain brand. The activity overview of a reviewer was used in 31 methods.
The profile of a reviewer was required for nine methods.

4.3 Reporting Quality Assessment (RQ3)

We applied our checklist for fake detection method description and evaluation
assessment to the methods. Figure 4 shows the results how well the methods have been
evaluated according to our checklist. On average the methods achieved a score of 64%.
101 methods achieved a score being higher than 50%, but only 56 achieved more than
70%. The criteria which were fulfilled mostly were the view (97%) and level (96%)
description. On the opposite we only got the natural language mentioned in 16% of the
methods. In 4.9% of the methods the review language was Chinese and in 9.8% it was
English. Methods that reported the use of a data set by Ott et al. [16] or Li et al. [17]
were considered to have reported English reviews even if the language was not directly
mentioned in the study.

35% of the evaluations contain a description which data was used, which goes
beyond mentioning the data source and some general remarks. 37 methods did not
mention any data source of the reviews. 24% of the method evaluations use self-created
fake data describe in a reproducible way how this data was inserted. The number of
these methods does not include the self-created fake reviews by Li et al. [17] and Ott
et al. [16]. Adding the methods that rely on these data sets, a total of 22 methods were
evaluated on self-created fakes. Most of the methods did not report an assumption
(68.8%). Methods that detect fake reviewers had more often an assumption (39.6% of
fake reviewer methods) compared to methods that address fake reviews (24.1% of fake
review methods). The degree of automation of the methods is high as 62.4% of the
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methods are fully automated and 7.8% are semi-automated. However, there are many
methods that do not report the automation degree (28.4% of all methods).

Three method proposals achieved a score of 100%. These methods were namely
presented by Ahsan et al. [20], Heydari et al. [19] and Sandulescu and Ester [21].

5 Discussion

We identified required data for 88% of all methods but we assume that the list of
identified data is not complete. It seems reasonable that several methods need to
somehow distinguish users. However, the identification of users is mostly not descri-
bed. Methods aiming at identifying fake reviewer by their activities in the source
platform often do not describe how they obtain the activities. The activities could be
obtained by a publicly available activity overview linked to a profile or by generating a
large set of data within the source.

We identified three major problems: (1) documentation of the method, (2) docu-
mentation of the evaluation, and (3) description of the evaluation data. This implies that
there is still a lot of improvement potential not only for better methods but also for
better reporting and evaluation of them.

Methods are documented in very different levels of detail. The publications range
from detailed algorithms and theoretical mathematical background for the method like
in Ye and Akoglu [22] to just mentioning that the method solves fake detection with
machine learning [23]. Many methods do not report information that is necessary for
applying the method to an own data set. Authors need to mention the data source for
which the method is designed, as it might use unique characteristics of that source. We
also noticed that authors frequently do not describe the target language for their
detection method. This is a problem especially if the method uses linguistic approaches
for the detection. Recently publications in the field of natural language processing
methods actively investigate the problem that usually those methods are highly
depending on the language being used and cannot be just adapted to new languages [24].
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Our results lead to several recommendations about how to report a fake detection
method. The method should be described in a way that other people get an under-
standing of the process of detecting the fakes. This means finding a balance between a
high-level description not providing any details and a description being full of complex
mathematical formulas which require comprehensive expertise in this subject area. We
recommend to present algorithms or processes as flow charts, activity diagrams or
sequence diagrams to describe the methods in a nutshell. To identify if a method is
applicable for certain use case it is important to mention the natural language, domain,
source of the data and characteristics of the data source that could restrict the appli-
cability of the method. We would also like to see a description how automated the
method is. In case of semi-automatic methods, it should be clear which parts are
automated and which not.

Even though authors started to reuse data sets, we identified six methods that were
not evaluated by their authors or were not described in a comprehensible way and 37
evaluation descriptions did not contain information about the data set or even the data
source being used. The problem of test data generation was mentioned as critical issue
in the SLR of Ma and Li in 2012 [9]. Recent publications in the field posed several
standard metrics how to evaluate a method. The metrics precession, recall, F-measure
and accuracy have been widely accepted [25]. This in connection with a gold standard
for data is a step forward in enabling evaluations to be comparable.

As mentioned above it was not always clear which data was used for the evaluation.
Some authors used a mixture of real data from websites enriched with self-made fake
data, e.g. Banerjee et al. [26]. This data generation is a challenge. As Zhang et al. [25]
reported it is complex to generate realistic fake data. Also, the literature survey of
Heydari et al. [13] complained about lack of gold standard data sets. Recent years
showed an improvement in that area. In addition, the source data itself might contain
fake data that might or might not be detected by the method. We consider the artificial
creation of fake data to evaluate a method as a threat to validity for the methods. First
methods might be optimized to detect the artificial fake data sets, which might be
different to real data.

6 Threats to Validity

While preparing and performing our SLR we have identified and mitigated several
possible threats to validity. To capture the relevant sources for establishing a state of
the art in fake and spam detection in the context of online reviews it is crucial to not
miss relevant sources. We tried to achieve this by prototyping our search term in an
iterative way, adding a lot of synonyms, to keep the result set relatively broad. Within
our selection phase we put emphasis on only deselecting obviously not matching
results within the title stage. In addition, every selection decision was performed by two
independent people. This should prevent that the opinion of one single researcher is
able to influence the selection decision.

Another identified threat is that errors might occur while searching. This might be
entering a malformed search term, using the wrong field codes or copying not all the
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results. Therefore, we checked the search results with our trial searches to ensure not
having a wrong term entered.

To perform SLR the extraction phase is crucial. A wrong extraction guideline or a
not matching extraction sheet reduces the quality a lot. Therefore, we quality assured
and prototyped our guideline as well as the extraction form. In addition, we focused in
our extraction phase on copying citations from our results into our forms. This should
prevent the addition of personal interpretation or opinion of the primary research. Our
listing of methods faces the problem that it was up to the authors to define what a
method exactly is. It might be the case that an author proposes a set of methods that
would be proposed by a different author as a single method.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We performed a systematic literature review on the topic of fake detection methods
within online reviews. Our search led to initially 139 papers being included.
141 methods were extracted from a result set of 108 different papers. These methods
tried to detect fakes with various approaches ranging from analyzing the content of a
review to analyzing the entire user behavior. We have mapped the methods to two
different views. Identifying fakes and identifying fakers. Furthermore, we classified the
data level and data categories the methods are using. We observed that most methods
were using the review level, followed by the product level. This seems naturally as
more methods were focused on detecting fakes compared to detecting fakers.

Our analysis of the method descriptions and evaluations revealed that the
descriptions lack information, which is necessary to apply the methods to other data
sets. The fact that data sources and review language was missing quite frequently is a
huge problem in reproducing the evaluation. The current status of available fake
detection methods makes it hard to prevent poor user experience as untruthful reviews
cannot be detected easily. This lowers significantly the potential of online reviews as
source of trustful information. We were clearly able to identify Amazon, Yelp, and
TripAdvisor as leading platforms of investigation. The data set provided by Ott et al.
[16] and Li et al. [17] became powerful standard data sets to be used.

Despite the found shortcomings the results show many promising opportunities to
continue our investigation. In the context of user feedback analysis removing fake
reviews is the first step to raw data quality assurance. The second step would be to
identify indicators how reliable or trustworthy the different feedback entries are.
Measuring reliability and trustworthiness is yet a huge challenge for the research
community that has just been addressed in some smaller focus areas.
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